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The Brief
Design a product, system or
service which uses sustainable
food and farming to help improve
people's health or wellbeing.
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APPROACH

VIABLE RESPONSES

> Look beyond the simple links.
How your solution takes a more
systematic approach to the
connection between food and
farming and health and wellbeing.

> System for social prescribing
withing a food or farming
environment

> What does already exist?
Do some market analysis and
highlight the unique points in your
proposal against other existing
solutions. Clearly show what
makes your solution different and
compelling.

> Product

> Business model for an initiative

> Spatial design
> Retail solution

> You can focus on using
sustainable food and farming to
improve the health and wellbeing
of the people in any urban or rural
community.
> Explore the real user need/s
of your target audience through
primary research. Observe,
engage and listen to them. What
are their physical and emotional
needs? What barriers to health
and wellbeing are they facing?
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RESEARCH
food bank usage has risen
Relying too much on the natural
environment can have a negative impact
on the long-term sustainability of this
environment. That threatens our planetary
support system and affects food security
across the world.

FOOD +
FARMING

Embedded withing cultures
and communities

Access to food is not equally distributed
in society. In the UK it was found that
the poorest spend twice as much on food
at home as the richest.

Signifiers of identity
Important part of social
relationships
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diet-related health has risen

HEALTH+
WELLBEING

many people involved in food
and farming suffer from

> isolation
> stress
> effects of low incomes

Important influences on
our health and wellbeing
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HOW TO:
IMPROVE PEOPLE’S
HEALTH + WELLBEING

> people who work in the
farming industry

> product consumers
Any issues?

Are they provided with products
that are good for them?
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HEALTHY
VS
UNHEALTHY
FOOD
Healthy Food

Junk Food/Fast Food

That includes food that benefits your
health when consumed in the right way and
amounts daily.

Junk food/fast food are usually referred to
when we talk about unhealthy food. That
includes any pre-prepared or packaged
food that has low nutritional value.

In this category we tend to see:

Reasons we tend to go for junk food:

> Vegetables and legumes/beans
> Fruit
> Lean meats and poultry, fish, eggs, tofu,
nuts and seeds, legumes/beans
> Grain (cereal) foods, mostly wholegrain
and/or high cereal fibre varieties
> Milk, yoghurt, cheese and/or alternatives,
mostly reduced fat.

> Usually cheaper
> Looks good
> Fast and convenient
> Desire for energy-rich foods
Our food choices are also affected by:
> Social Situations
> Emotions
> Certain Activities
> Accessibility

£££
Healthy options usually cost
more compared to other
unhealthier ones.
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visiting
BERRY HILL
FARM
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OBSERVATIONS

ISSUES

While getting a tour of the farm from Jim I
noticed that a small amount of food wasn’t in
the best condition because of the unstable
weather.

Even though the farm gets a decent
amount of visitors, it was sad to hear that
the only place they can sell their produce
is through farmers markets. They also
recently started distributing vegetables
to local families who appreciate quality
vegetables but it’s unfortunate that not
many people know about them or are
aware of that service.

Other than that the rest of the food looked
so good and fresh. You could see the quality
from the bright colours all the produce had.
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working with nature,
not against it

ORGANIC
FOOD+
FARMING
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ORGANIC FARMING
Organic farming encourages wildlife and cuts
the use of pesticides and antibiotics.
Organic farming standards don’t allow
any synthetic pesticides and absolutely no
herbicides such as Glyphosate. Research
suggests that if all UK farming was organic,
pesticide use would drop by 98%. This means
that organic farms are a haven for wildlife and
these toxic pesticides can’t make their way
into the food chain and into us. Switching
to organic is one of the best ways to reduce
your exposure to pesticides

WHY ORGANIC?
Whatever you’re buying – from cotton
buds to carrots – when you choose
organic food, drink or beauty and textiles,
you choose products that promote a
better world.
> Fewer pesticides
> No artificial colours and preservatives
> Always free range
> No routine use of antibiotics
> Better for wildlife
> Better for the planet
> Nutritionally different
> No GM ingredients

In organic farming, natural methods are
relied upon to control pests and disease.
These include well-designed crop rotations,
encouraging natural predators, and
developing good soil and healthy crops
which have a natural resistance to pests and
diseases.

non-organic
Non-organic food production makes wide
use of pesticides which can pollute water,
the environment and make their way into our
food chain. In 2016, over 16,600 tones of
pesticides were used on British farms to kill
weeds, insects and control crop diseases.
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HEALTH
PROS

> Fewer synthetic pesticides
> Organic can make you feel fuller for longer

CONS

> Limited evidence to support health claims
> Naturally occurring toxins
> Use of manure fertilizers
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ENVIRONMENT

TASTE

> Emits less greenhouse gas
> Use less energy for certain produce

> It tastes better

> Greater amounts of land required to

> It doesn’t actually taste better

produce the same yield

> Energy usage might be higher
depending on produce
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TA L KI N G
WITH AN
EXPERT
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Q1

You have been to the UK before, how did you
find the supermarkets here and the options
people have?
HUGE difference! First of all, almost
everything is packaged and has the
supermarket’s brand. No sign of who
produced the food. Here (in CY) everything
is loose in a big box and you can pick what
you want.

Growing up back home in Cyprus I used
to visit my uncle’s organic farm very often.
I have always been aware of how organic
farming and food are beneficial for us, the
animals and the environment.

Q2

Yes and I’m very thankful for that! In the UK,
I don’t remember seeing any local farm’s
produce at stores which is unfortunate and a
shame. I’m sure that there are farmers who
work as hard as I do to produce quality food
but in the end, they are not considered as an
option from locals.

Coming to the UK for my studies I found
many differences in terms of what’s on the
market and how people shop for food.
Seeing those differences, I wanted to discuss
the things I noticed with my uncle and
compare the market here and Cyprus and
think about possible solutions.

Your farm has a branded name and your
produce can be found in stores. What do
you think about the situation here?

Q3
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How do you think things can change?
For me, I think the answer was to bring
people closer, let them know a better option
is available. Then they know and it’s up to
them to make a choice...The multiple events
at the farm helped a lot. Families love it and
they keep coming back and letting others
know too. It warms my heart so much.

Survey:
HOW DO PEOPLE
FEEL ABOUT
ORGANIC FOOD
IN THE UK?
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People from the UK were surveyed
in order to understand why people
do or do not buy organic produce.
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Concern for the
environment
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Better taste
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Concern for
animal welfare
Concern for farm
workers
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4

‘I don’t buy due to
high cost’

32

‘I don’t buy for
other reasons’

13
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organic food
financially for
FARMERS

>
>

CONSUMERS

>

Better price premiums for
farm owners

As an individual consumer,
you do pay more

Can boost local economies
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WHY DO WE PAY MORE
FOR ORGANIC FOOD?
Organic food is typically more expensive
to produce and that it is only right this
should be reflected in the premium
organic shoppers often expect to pay.
For organic vegetables, there are
significant extra production costs because
yield per acre is less than conventional
farming.
Similarly, a cow living the organic life will
generally produce about 25% less milk
than a conventional cow and also requires
more land. Meaning that a two-pinter of
the supermarket’s organic milk costs £1.03
when its not-organic equivalent is just 76p.
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MON£Y IS
AN ISSU£
HOW TO:
KEEP ORGANIC FOOD
COSTS LOW
Stick to seasonal products

Shop locally
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!!!
Among the most expensive organic products
are those that shoppers buy out of their
natural season in the UK and which need
flying in from exotic locations.

origins of food consumed in the UK in 2017
Percentage supplied to the UK
UK

50%

EU

30%

Africa

4%

North America

4%

South America

4%

Asia

4%

Rest of Europe
Austalasia
25

2%
1%

FOOD
MILES

WHAT ARE THEY?
Food miles are a way of attempting to
measure how far food has travelled before
it reaches the consumer. It is a good way of
looking at the environmental impact of foods
and their ingredients. It includes getting
foods to you, but also getting waste foods
away from you, and to the landfill.

WHAT DOES
THAT MEAN?
It means that it is time to think about
where your food has come from and what
environmental effects this has had.

EFFECTS
The effects of food miles can be measured in
the pollution that is caused. Think about the
distance travelled, then think about how that
distance was covered. Was it by Plane? Car?
Train?
26

what can we do?
Buying local is the key. This means
supporting local growers. Its much better for
the environment growing and buying organic,
but what if that organic produce has come
from, say Chile? That’s a long haul journey
for your apples to go! It’s better to go down
the road (on a bicycle) and buy from your
local farmer, or grower.
Beware though, even some foods that may
appear to be from local suppliers, if bought
in supermarkets, have probably toured the
country between depots before arriving back
in the shop.
Why not walk to the local shop or get the
bus? This all helps to reduce the “food
mileage” effect. Composting packaging,
where possible, is another way of reducing
the environmental effects of our food. This
reduces the amount of waste that needs to
be taken to the landfill sites and again helps
to cut pollution.
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Apple
Italy
890 miles

Tomatoes
Morocco
1254 miles

Lemon
Spain
787 miles
Pear
Belgium
198 miles
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SHOPPING FRESH FOOD
AT THE SUPERMARKET
One day I decided to go to a local
supermarket to have a look at the fresh
food they have available and see if I notice
anything interesting.
I went there knowing what is currently
in season so if I was to buy fresh food I
would’ve gone for produce from that list.
But, it was interesting to find that there
was no sign promoting what’s in season
or a section with all the food gathered
together.
Another big observation was the fact that
so much produce had to travel thousands
of miles to get in that store and then to
our plate. That seemed crazy to me and
even a bit unnecessary.
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SEASONAL
FOOD

BETTER TASTE
In-season produce is fresher and tastes better,
sweeter and perfectly ripe. When fruits and
vegetables are picked for consumption that
have been naturally ripened on the vine or
the tree and harvested at the right time, it will
have much more flavour and nutrition.

CHEAPER
When farmers are harvesting a large
abundance of produce due to the crop
being in season, the cost of the produce
will go down. When the produce is locally
sourced because it’s in season in your area,
then travelling expenses and storage are not
required therefore reducing the production
costs that are then passed onto the consumer.

As the weather changes across the
globe so does the fresh produce
that is available. Each season
offers an array of beautiful fresh
produce, this is a great time to
start experimenting and trying
new recipes or reworking those old
ones to incorporate more seasonal
fruits and vegetables. Not only will
your palate be impressed but there
are health benefits too.
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AVOIDS OVERSEAS
CONTAMINATES

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY

When fruits and vegetables are sourced
overseas you can’t be sure what their
regulations for pesticides, herbicides and
fungicides are. Many countries across the
globe have very relaxed laws about chemicals
being sprayed on fruits and vegetables that
other countries have banned due to their
known harmful effects.

Eating seasonally reduces the demand for
out of season produce which further supports
more local produce and supports local farming
in your area which means less transportation,
less refrigeration, less hothouses, and less
irradiation of produce.

SUPPORTS YOUR
BODY’S NEEDS

FRESHER WITH A
HIGHER NUTRITIONAL
VALUE

In winter we are provided by nature all things
citrus, these are particularly high in Vitamin
C which is very important for preventing
infections such as colds and flus. Winter
vegetables offer comfort and are perfect for
hot meals, healthy stews, soups, casseroles
and other warming meals. Summer foods
such as stone fruits provide us with extra
beta-carotenes and other carotenoids that
help protect us against sun damage, they
also provide more sweetness for an energetic
summer, as well as salad vegetables for those
tasty cool summer salads.

Produce that is purchased in season is more
likely to be fresher, consumed closer to
harvesting and higher in nutritional value, some
anti-oxidants such as Vitamin C, folate and
carotenes will rapidly decline when stored for
periods of time. Locally in-season sourced
fruits and vegetables will also appear brighter
and more vibrant rather than limp and dried up.
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WHY ARE CUSTOMERS
NOT BUYING SEASONAL
AND LOCAL FOOD?
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LACK OF
AWARENESS
People these days don’t bother buying
seasonal or local produce. Some of the
reasons for that are that they are simply not
informed about what’s seasonal and also have
no connection with local farmers.

NO PROMOTION
There are no labels or any other
promotional signs at supermarkets to
encourage people to choose something
that is seasonal or local.
Local farmers’ produce is also nowhere to
be found at big chain stores, where the
majority of people go to get their shopping
done.
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OPERATION

BRING PEOPLE
+ GOOD FOOD
TOGETHER
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ISSUE
TARGET
AUDIENCE
AIM

So much food travels thousands
of miles to get to our plate.
Young Adults
Adults
Elderly
Help people make better
food choices.
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THROUGH THE EYES
OF A MARKETER

I got to speak with marketer
to make sure I find a solution
that will be effective.

Erini has studied business and marketing
and also got involved with my uncle’s
organic farm and the events that helped
promote his produce and a better lifestyle.
When I got on the phone with her we
started by making sure we find the
differences between the market here
in the UK and Cyprus. Quite a few
differences, but they were all very
important to get to any ideas and find
what’s needed.
After analysing that we got to a conclusion
and came up with the line ‘connect people
with the produce and the producer’. She
helped me understand the mindset of a
customer and what will potentially trigger
change. So many ideas started coming out
after that conversation...
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a few rough ideas...

FARMING
EXPERIENCE

>
>
>

Can be a few times a week

BUS TOURS TO
LOCAL FARMS

>
>

Engage farms with locals

FOOD
MARKETS

>
>

Improve their design

>

Give farms a name, a voice

BRANDING
FOR FARMS

Collect and buy goods
Learn recipes/Have cooking lessons

Different farm every week

Create a campaign
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Market Research:
WHAT’S
ALREADY
OUT THERE?
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DOING
WH AT
IS NOT
BEING
DONE
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THE PROBLEMS
Better food options are not presented
or promoted in any way at supermarkets.
Something that doesn’t help customers
choose what’s more beneficial for not only
them but the environment, animals and local
farmers. A simple section or label could make
a difference in terms of affecting people’s
food choices.

show people what’s
best first

When shopping at big chain stores, most
of the fresh food is branded with the store
name and is mostly not local. No sign of
local produce and even if it is there, it’s not
promoted properly to get the customer’s
attention and consider buying it.

give farmers a
brand/voice/place

Local farmers have very little connection
with locals. Therefore only a few people,
who actually made the effort to find out
about them and what they do, can spot their
products and support them by choosing to
buy that.

connect people with
their local farmers
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BRAND
PROPOSITION

WHAT?
A new modern way of a farmers
market in the form of a store
that provides fresh food to local
people. A place where local
farmers can bring and sell their
produce while also getting the
credit for it.
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WHY?

WHERE?

What’s special about it is that
the seasonal produce will be
promoted more and first. One
of the brand’s goals is to inform
customers more about seasonal
food and help them stick to
them as much as possible.

Each city/town will have a store
where its local farmers can easily
bring their fresh produce to get
it sold.
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THE
IDENTITY
NAME
farms/farmers/farming		
health

harvest/harvesting

food		local		fresh/freshness

season/seasonal
nutrition

taste		nature/natural		pure		good		ground

NATURE’S TASTE
SEASON’S TASTE
TASTELAND
PURE GROUNDS
44

NASTE
TASTI
DELISH
GOODNESS
TASTFUL

SEASONAL
+ LOCAL FOOD

better taste

A* TASTE/QUALITY/EXPERIENCE

ATA S T E
[ ay-taste ]
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LOGO

Ataste
*
Ataste
a* taste

a*taste
--This selection of fonts gives a more luxury
feel to the brand which is unnecessary. Also
is not very friendly with the brand’s target
audience.
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* * *
+++
6 people of different ages were asked about
their opinion for the final choice of the logo
and gave some very positive feedback.
‘I feel like it means that the food taste will be
rated with an A* and be fresh’
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STORE
I thought it was important for the store to
have a very minimal design that doesn’t let
the produce get lost in it. The food should
pop with the way the interior is being done.
Overall, the place will have a clean look and
not that many design elements to it. Mostly
white with some settle details.
The most important thing about how the
actual store will be laid out is that the best
food options will be shown first. There will
be a specific section where all the seasonal
produce will be gathered and shown and also
a section with produce from local farmers
and other producers.

The whole design of the store
will be done in a way to have
the fresh produce as the
main spotlight.

The store will also have products of its own
brand which will be made only with the
food that hasn’t been purchased and is in
condition to become something else. A way
to make sure there is as little food waste as
possible if not any.
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PACKAGING

REUSABLE BAG
A canvas bag that can be
reused everytime you shop at
Ataste to encourage people to
stop buying plastic bags.
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BOTTLE
A bottle where fruits and
vegetables that haven’t been
bought can be squeezed to
produce tasty juices while
reducing food waste.

PRODUCT POUCH
A paper pouch for products
like nuts, herbs etc with the
producers/farms name.
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S TAY
INFORMED
+
WEBSITE/APP
A website that will provide visitors with
information about their local Ataste store.
In addition to that, people can also see what
food is currently in season and “meet” their
local farmers.
There will be individual pages for each farm
providing produce to Ataste where you can
learn more about them, what they do and
visit them.
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WH AT’S
NEXT?
FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT
Little aspects and details of the project
will be improved after hand-in. I believe
the project is nearly there but with some
more guidance and development, it will
be perfected as much as possible for
submission.
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PROJECT
EVALUATION
I am very pleased with where I got with this
project. Although I didn’t have that much
faith to it at the beginning, I’m glad I kept
going and got here.
I would say that my research skills improved
a lot with this project and I definitely needed
that. I got to really dig deep and I think my
final idea shows that. Happy to keep working
on it more and preparing it for submission
later this year.
I also found that talks and workshops I
attended during this unit contributed to my
way of thinking and development of this
project. Very grateful I got to learn about
different design approaches and design
processes from different designers.
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